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a b s t r a c t

Offshore wind power is expanding with particular development plans in the Baltic and the North Sea. To
reassure an environmentally acceptable development, regulatory authorities need to make informed
decisions even when evidence and experience are scarce. In this study Ecological Risk Assessment (ERA)
has been applied on a wind farm project in Kattegat, proposed within a spawning ground for the
Kattegat cod, a threatened population of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua L.). Six stressors with potential
impacts on cod and related to wind farms were investigated. Three of them e extreme noise from pile
driving, noise from vessels, and disturbances due to cable-trenching e are related to the construction
phase, while lubricant spills and noise from turbines together with electric fields from cables are related
to the operation phase. The ecological risk was derived from the combined likelihood and magnitude of
potential adverse effects from stressors to the cod population using a weight-of-evidence (WOE)
ranking procedure. Available evidence was evaluated based on its reliability, and contradictory argu-
ments were balanced against each other using evidence maps. The option of performing hazardous
construction events (e.g. pile-driving) outside biologically sensitive periods was incorporated in the
assessment. It was shown that the construction of the wind farm poses a high risk to cod, as defined by
the ranked and combined likelihoods and magnitudes of adverse effects. However by avoiding
particular construction events during the cod recruitment period ecological risks can be significantly
reduced. Specifically for this case, ecological risks are reduced from high to low by avoiding pile-driving
from December through June, which confirms previous indications that pile-driving is the most
ecologically hazardous activity of offshore wind power development. Additional risk reduction is
achieved by avoiding cable trenching from January through May. The study thus illustrates the effec-
tiveness of time-planning for risk reduction. Importantly, the study illustrates how combined ERA and
WOE methods can be valuable for handling uncertainties of environmental impacts within offshore
industrial development.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The utilization of renewable energy sources is important for
climate change mitigation [1] and the offshore wind energy
resource is plentiful in northern Europe [2]. In accordance with
political ambitions [3] the wind energy industry is now rapidly
expanding in northern Europe. By 2013 seven countries have 51
offshore wind farms with 6 GW installed capacity in operation or
under construction in the Baltic and the North Sea region while
another 57 projects (16 GW) are consented [4]. A large number of
additional projects are in early development stages, including large
; WOE, weight-of-evidence;

mmar).
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farms with capacities up to 2 GW each. Without doubt, northern
Europe awaits a large-scale development of offshore wind power
[2,5e7]. Although offshore wind power is one of the least carbon
emitting energy technologies [8,9] its large-scale implementation
requires a careful consideration of possible local environmental
impacts [10e12]. As for any expanding utilization of marine re-
sources consideration of local environmental effects becomes
increasingly important as the marine environment is under
growing pressure from multiple anthropogenic activities. In
particular, the Baltic and the North Sea are heavily exposed to
fishery [13], oxygen depletion following eutrophication [14,15], and
discharge of contaminants [16]. Ecosystems already under pressure
can be strongly affected even from impacts on specific species. For
instance, removal of key-stone species has elsewhere shown to
alter whole ecosystems to the brink of irreversible change [17,18].
Although results from monitoring programs are now piling up the
ecological effects of several offshore wind power stressors are still
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associated with substantial uncertainties. During the wind farm
construction phase pile-driving may induce extreme noise with
traumatic effects on nearby fauna and dredging generates
dispersed sediment particles whichmay clog and damage early life-
stages of various species [19,20]. Once in operation, turbine noise
and electromagnetic fields may affect animal behaviour [21,22] and
possible toxic effects on fauna from accidental spills of lubricants
have been postulated [23]. Should any of the suggested stressors
from this recently introduced offshore industry significantly reduce
the viability of ecosystem components already under stress the
ecological effects could be disproportionally large and difficult to
foresee.

Given the uncertainties on environmental impacts regulatory
authorities are not always prepared for a conscious balancing of
wind power expansion with the interest of safeguarding ecosys-
tems [24,25]. Assessments become difficult when uncertainties are
high, and in some cases decisions may over-emphasize environ-
mental concerns of wind power expansion by adhering to the
precautionary principle and sometimes onmore irrational grounds.
Assessment methods which effectively and transparently target
uncertainties are therefore required for an environmentally sensi-
ble development of both offshore wind power and other marine
activities [26,27]. Here, the Ecological Risk Assessment (ERA)
framework [28,29] provides a transparent step-wise procedure for
estimating ecological risks while accounting for assessment un-
certainties. ERA is a well-founded method that, in addition to its
many applications on land, has been used both within fisheries
management, e.g. Refs. [30,31], and marine renewable energy
[12,32e34]. To handle the often substantial uncertainties weight-
of-evidence (WOE) approaches have been suggested as a comple-
ment to ERA [29,35e38]. WOE is an analytic procedure for estab-
lishing causality between stressors and receptors in case of
uncertainty by weighting the reliability and applicability of con-
tradictory evidences. While retrospective WOE approaches, e.g.
Refs. [38e40], aim at identifying the most important among
existing concurrent stressors to a receptor, the less common pro-
spective (forward-looking) WOE approaches [32,41,42] are used for
distinguishing between apparent and actual stressors where evi-
dence is scarce. Since WOE is a means of handling uncertainties
with wide application this implies adaptations to new situations
[35]. A well-structured WOE procedure also opens for updating of
the ERA as more knowledge becomes available from research and
monitoring.

Here we aim to identify the essential risks of an offshore wind
farm, the Kattegat Offshore Wind Farm (KOWF), projected in an
area overlapping with the spawning ground of a vulnerable pop-
ulation of cod. Cod is a key-stone species of fundamental ecological
importance in the area and it is central that risks can be assessed
despite incomplete understanding on potential effects. We inves-
tigate hypothesized risks from the wind farm to the cod and risk-
reducing options using the ERA framework in combination with a
WOE-approach, covering a large number of references with bearing
on effects on cod from wind power stressors.
2. Method

Ecological risk can be described as the likelihood andmagnitude
of adverse effects from stressors to ecological receptors1 [28,29,43].
In this study, stressors are related to the KOWF and adverse effects
1 In ecological risk assessments several terms e endpoint, target, receptor, object
(or subject) of protection e are used to denote the valued ecological entity of
concern in the investigation. Here we use the term ecological receptor following the
US EPA terminology.
on the Kattegat cod population. Cod was selected as a vulnerable
and important ecological receptor based on previous species-
comprehensive reports [44,45] and an environmental court judg-
ment [46], which in turn was influenced by multiple stakeholders’
statements.

We have subdivided the cod population into three specific
subgroups e specified receptors (see Section 2.3 below). The like-
lihood for each specified receptor to be affected by each of the
stressors was assigned, including both establishing the likelihood
of causality (i.e. how likely it is that a stressor will actually cause a
response on the specified receptor) and the range and duration of
exposure. Then, the magnitudes of the same effects were assigned
[29,47], based on the exposed proportion of the total population
[48] using units such as affected individuals or affected area [47].
The ecological risk was eventually characterized for each stressor
and receptor on basis of the combined likelihood and magnitude of
effect [47]. In this study ordinal scales were used to represent
likelihoods and magnitudes of effects, with their products indi-
cating the levels of risk.

Below we describe the environmental and technical systems
under consideration, the characteristics of specified receptors, and
the applied assessment criteria.

2.1. Kattegat and the KOWF project

Kattegat is a shallow sea with strongly stratified water volumes,
with brackish nitrified water from the Baltic in the upper layers (0e
15 m) and more saline North Sea waters at depth. Surface currents,
important for transport of fish larvae, are generally north bound
with velocities of 0.2e0.4 ms�1 [49], but southern parts of Kattegat
also has anti-cyclonic circulation patterns with west bound cur-
rents [50]. The anthropogenic influence on the Kattegat environ-
ment is heavy. Over 20 000 cargo ships pass through each year [51]
emitting pollutants and noise, eutrophication has partly degraded
shallow areas [14], and long-term extensive fishery has almost
depleted the resident cod population [13].

The proposed KOWF project, located in eastern Kattegat (Fig. 1,
centroid N56.83� E12.34�), involves the installation of 50 turbines
(6 MW) projected to deliver 700 GWh y�1 to the Swedish grid [52].
The project area covers 22 km2 at depths of 20e31 m, 8 km off the
coast. Bothmonopile- and jacket foundations are considered for the
project but environmental impacts are calculated for monopiles in
this assessment. This is a conservative assumption since monopiles
have higher environmental impacts during construction [53]. The
foundations will be driven into the clay bottom through ramp-up
hammering pile-driving. The cable grid includes 40 km of inter-
connecting 35 kV AC cables, one transformer station, and one 10 km
long 145 kV AC land transmission cable. All cables will be trenched
1 m into the seabed. The full construction of the KOWF is projected
to take one year.

2.2. Offshore wind power stressors on cod

The construction, operation and decommissioning phases of
offshore wind power involve several potential stressors to fish. In
this study six stressors of particular relevance to construction and
operation of KOWF in relation to cod were identified (Fig. 2). The
selection was based mainly on the findings of two strategic
research programs [57,58]. Research and monitoring have lately
provided a fair bulk of information on effects from numerous wind
power stressors. Still, large uncertainties remains regarding for
instance effects on specific species, specific processes like spawning
or communication or the occurrence of differential sensitivity
within (age and sex dependencies) and between species. Below we
present the selected stressors (italics) and their origins.
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Fig. 1. Geographic orientation of the KOWF in eastern Kattegat, indicated as white
circle. Upper black dashed fields indicate the main Kattegat cod spawning ground
(based on [54]). Lower black dashed field indicates the Öresund cod spawning ground
[55]. Grey dashed field indicates the approximated main dispersal area for early cod
recruits (based on [56]). Note that the dispersal area is a conservative estimate as
Kattegat recruits drift further north with time.
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During construction, pile-driving emits pulses of extreme noise
(source level w250 dB re 1 mPa peak-to-peak at 1 m) [19]. These
pulses, effectively absorbed by the fish swim bladder, are detectable
over large distances [59], possibly inducing behavioural response,
and can injure or even kill nearby cod [60] (see Annex A for details
on underwater noise). The wind farm construction phase also in-
volves an intensified traffic of working vessels in the area. Vessels
emit propeller cavitation noise (source level<180 dB re 1 mPa rms at
1 m) [61] that may cause behavioural response among fish [62].
Moreover, cable-trenching causes plumes with high concentrations
of suspended sediment particles. It has been hypothesized that cod
recruits may be affected within the plume as particles may weigh
down eggs and clog the gills of larvae [63].

Once in operation offshore wind power turbines tend to emit
low frequency noise. This turbine noise emerges from the gearbox
and is transmitted to surrounding water through the foundation.
Compared to pile-driving, the sound exposure level of turbine noise
is low (source level<150 dB re 1 mPa rms at 1 m) but it is not clearly
established whether long lasting exposure can cause stress-related
behavioural response, mask the communication between cod [21],
which is important during spawning, or even delay embryonic
development [64].

The AC transmission cables emit electromagnetic fields
composed by both magnetic and electric components and even
though the primary electric field is shielded by the cable armour
the magnetic field gives rise to an induced electric field when a fish
bypass [22]. It is not fully known whether cod can sense and
respond to these very weak induced electric fields [20].
Furthermore, leakage of toxic lubricants from major turbine
breakdowns may impair cod recruits [23]. A turbine contains about
400 l of gearbox oil and 25 kg grease, both potentially toxic to
aquatic organisms if released into the water and exposing
receptors.

The uncertainties associated with the above mentioned
stressors are large and require careful consideration and motivate
an assessment strategy where arguments pro et contra can be
objectively weighted, as in the WOE approach below.

Decommission phase stressors have not been addressed spe-
cifically in this study. The longevity of the wind farm might be
extended beyond present technical and economic assumptions of
20e30 years and depend on future available technology and eco-
nomics of sea-based wind power. However when finally decom-
missioned, the removal of foundations will depend on available
technologies. A suggested method is to cut off foundations at or
below seabed using remotely controlled diamond wire sawing [65].
Noise levels from subsea cutting are not available [66]. Resembling
activities, such as drilling, are expected to emit noise similar to
shipping machinery [67]. Regarding cables they are likely left in
place at decommission [65]. Stressors of decommissioning will
probably resemble construction phase stressors, while it is clear
that uncertainties related to the status of the cod populationwill be
larger. The inclusion of the ecological risks of the decommissioning
phase is therefore less tractable.
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2.3. Ecological receptor e the Kattegat cod population

Atlantic cod, Gadus morhua L., is a common predator of high
ecological and economical value [68,69]. Internationally, it has
repeatedly been showed that collapsing cod stocks may lead to
trophic cascades and more or less irreversible restructuring of food
webs [70]. Having declined for decades the Kattegat cod is down to
alarmingly low levels [68,71]. Compared to the 1970’s only a few
percentages of the stock remain. This has eventually led to a partial
closure of the cod fishery, implemented in south eastern Kattegat
since 2009. Recent evaluations indicate that the stock is now slowly
increasing [68].

Kattegat harbours both resident cod and temporary migrants
from the North Sea and Skagerrak [68]. The former population,
which spawn in Kattegat, is genetically distinct from the northern
migrants but not from the Öresund population in the south [72]. On
the basis of its fundamental importance and vulnerable situation,
the Kattegat cod population was found to be a particular value at
stake and was therefore selected as the receptor under assessment
in this study. To facilitate the analysis the cod population was
subdivided into three specified receptors: developed cod, spawning
cod, and early cod recruits. A more detailed categorization of cod
life-stages was not meaningful as little is known about the
considered stressors’ specific effects on different age classes, or
between genders. Hence, homogeneity in response has been
assumed within each of the specified receptors.

Developed cod here refers to cod older than three months, i.e.
both adult and juvenile cod which have left the larvae and early fry
stages. Both juveniles and adults are widely distributed in Kattegat
with highest densities in eastern parts. Effects to cod from the
KOWF stressors depend on the number of exposed individuals;
therefore, the density of developed cod in the KOWF area was
estimated. A conservatively high assumption on cod density during
non-spawning periods was derived using the upper 95% confidence
interval of findings from acoustic surveys in south east Kattegat
[73] resulting in the estimates of 900 km�2 for small individuals
and 50 km�2 for large (�40 cm) individuals. The surveys were
conducted in November 2011. Calculated effects based on these
densities of cod were compared to the total loss of cod from the
population. The total loss is what is known in fisheries as the “total
removal” e the estimated number of cod that exits the population
each year due to fishery, natural mortality and migration [71].
Based on stock estimations [71] and cod size distributions [74] the
total loss was approximately 2 � 106 individuals in 2011.

Spawning cod has been found in many parts of Kattegat but
frequently during spawning, mature cod aggregate in an area
covering at least 1500 km2 of south eastern Kattegat [54] (Fig. 1).
Spawning occurs from January through April [68,75], following a
substantial gathering of cod in the area in early December, and a
spawning peak around late February [76,77]. The spatial and tem-
poral variations in spawning cod density are high; based on hydro
acoustic surveys during the peak spawning period in 2011 densities
of potentially spawning cod (length �30 cm) were estimated from
70 to 2300 km�2 in areas adjacent to the KOWF project [77]. When
estimating numbers of spawning cod exposed to KOWF stressors a,
for an ERA reasonably, conservatively high density of 2000 km�2

was assumed. This assumption describes a situation where
spawning is strongly aggregated in the vicinity of the KOWF area.
Calculatedmagnitudes of effects were based on comparing exposed
numbers of spawning cod to the total size of the spawning stock.
Based on stock assessments [71] and size distributions for repro-
ducing cod [74] the spawning stock included approximately 3� 106

individuals in 2011.
Early cod recruits refers to pelagic eggs, larvae, and small fry, i.e.

cod up to an age of about three months (when most have
developed and settled in shallow areas [78,79]). Depending on
when the spawning peak occurs early recruits may thus be
abundant in the KOWF area over a period within the time span of
January through June, with an assumed higher density from
March to May. The planktonic eggs and larvae are mostly found in
the upper water layer where they are transported by currents [80].
A recent study on early life stage survival of Kattegat cod indicates
a north bound drift from south eastern Kattegat throughout the
central parts of the sea [56]. The transport velocity of cod recruits
is not fully clear but considering modelling works from the North
Sea [81], where currents are fairly comparable to Kattegat [82],
recruits are likely transported 2e3 km d�1. There is a lack of
available recent data on egg and larvae densities. Therefore, when
estimating the effects of KOWF stressors to early cod recruits, the
exposed area have been compared to a very conservative
approximate (4000 km2) of the main dispersal area for early re-
cruits, based on [56].

2.4. Applied ERA method and assessment criteria

2.4.1. Procedures for assigning likelihoods of effects
For effects to take place causality between stressor and receptor

is required. However, difficulties arise trying to establish likelihood
of effects if evidences on causality are sparse or non-existing [83].
For example, despite the accumulating knowledge on ecological
effects of offshore wind power potential effects on cod spawning
have not yet been studied and consequently no direct evidences pro
et contra causality between OWF and effects on cod spawning exist.
However, in absence of direct evidences the likelihood of causal
links between stressors and specific effects can be assessed based
on its coherency to existing knowledge on effects from analogous
stressors [39] and from studies contributing with experiments and
observations partially addressing the specific cause effect rela-
tionship. Causal links between stressors and specified receptors
was therefore assessed throughWOE, hereby using a formalized set
of criteria to evaluate evidence from a variety of sources and
objectively weigh arguments pro et contra a specific effect on a
specified receptor [29,39,84,85].

Evidences, either supporting or contradicting causality between
a stressor and a specified effect, were obtained from literature on
offshore wind power and comparable marine activities and from
information on the Kattegat physical environment. Evidence maps
[85] were designed to characterize the evidence base for each
identified potential causal link leading to a specified effect. The
evidence maps should be understood as a structured argumenta-
tion, where evidence for pro et contra arguments are depicted and
arguments weighted on basis of their scientific support and rele-
vance for the specific effect under evaluation [85]. Using a struc-
tured organization of evidence and scoring rules each evidence
map indicates the most reliable side of the argumentation and the
remaining uncertainties, thus providing a ranked likelihood for a
specific effect to occur. WOE maps were constructed for each
considered specific effect and specified receptor. The spatio-
temporal level of exposure was specified. Analyses were carried
out according to the following procedures (further detailed in
Annex B).

Firstly, arguments built on one or several evidences were out-
lined and interdependencies between evidences were established.
This first step breaks up arguments into manageable units (evi-
dences) and clarifies how evidences are linked or dependent on
each other. Clarifying dependencies is important for cases where
weak evidence in an argument is specifically contradicted by strong
(more reliable) evidence from another argument (if one evidence is
strongly contradicted other dependent evidences in the same
argument are similarly affected).
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Secondly, the queries between supporting and contradicting
evidences were specified, illustrating exactly which arguments and
evidences should be compared to each other. Thirdly, each evidence
was assigned a reliability score (R 1e4) based on the quality of the
study and its relatedness to the case (i.e. offshore wind power ef-
fects on cod). The reliability score criteria were based on [84] and
[29] and are provided in Annex B.

Finally, the reliability scores were used for assigning a likelihood
score (L 0e3) to each evaluated causal link. In the ERA context WOE
is typically concerned with assigning weights to different sup-
porting evidences (see review by Hope and Clarkson [42]). How to
handle contradictions among evidences is less established and we
used the WOE structure by Wiedemann et al. [85] as a starting
point. We compared the reliability weights of supporting (RS) and
contradicting (RC) evidences for each specific effect proposition;
where one of two contrasting evidences were of much higher
reliability than the other (RCeRS �2 or RSeRC �2) the weaker evi-
dence was neutralized. Hereby, contradicted evidences of weak
scientific foundation or low relatedness to the case were nullified.
The total reliability for each causal link (Rcausality) was eventually
calculated, after disregarding evidences previously neutralized by
other evidences, from the remaining arguments using Eq. (1).

Rcausality ¼ RS MAX � RC MAX (1)

Arguments with dependencies among evidences were evalu-
ated on the basis of its weakest evidence, thus always comparing
theweakest parts of evidence chains (illustrated in Fig. B.1). In cases
with several independent supporting and/or contradicting argu-
ments we only compared the two of highest reliability scores (RS
MAX, RC MAX), in order to avoid accumulated credibility from mul-
tiple but low-weighted evidences. This is important because
otherwise a handful of different hypothetical arguments would
together be considered more reliable than a single scientifically
supported argument. The Rcausality was converted into likelihood
scores using Table 1.

2.4.2. Procedures for assigning magnitudes of effects
Independently from the likelihood scores the magnitude of ef-

fect was assigned for each causal link. The magnitude of effect was
based on the exposed amount of specified receptor units, calculated
from the range and duration of exposure (as specified in the evi-
dence maps), and the receptor characteristics provided in Section
2.3. The estimations of exposed amounts of specified receptors,
given as number of individuals or areal units [29,47], were
compared to population-level references. For developed cod esti-
mated exposed numbers were compared to the total loss from the
stock. Regarding exposed numbers of spawning cod they were
compared to the total number of spawning individuals, and for
early cod recruits the exposed area was compared to the
Table 1
Criteria for converting WOE results into likelihood of effect (L). The likelihood score
criteria were adapted from Ref. [47].

WOE outcome Likelihood score Criteria

No RS L 0 : None No exposure (effects not possible);
lack of supporting evidences or lack
of co-occurrence of stressor and ecological
receptor in time and space

Rcausality < �1 L 1 : Unlikely Effect possible but strongly contradicted
by reliable arguments/evidence

Rcausality �1 to 2 L 2 : Undecided Supporting and contradicting
arguments/evidences for effects are of
comparable reliability

Rcausality > 2 L 3 : Likely Effect expected to occur; strongly
supported by reliable arguments/evidences
approximate size of the main dispersal area for eggs and larvae (as
described in Section 2.3). Since cod population dynamics are
complex and uncertainties regarding stock size and larvae distri-
bution are large [68] the magnitude of effect was categorized using
an ordinal scoring scale (M 0e3) with criteria adopted from pre-
vious work, given in Table 2 [47,86].
2.4.3. Risk characterization procedure
Following procedures for risk ranking [43] a risk value can be

calculated as the product of the likelihood and magnitude of effects
(L � M). Risk values were generated based on the likelihood scores
(L is 0e3) and the magnitude scores (M is 0e3) with the possible
products 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 9. The scale is ordinal, thus not indicating
a continuous gradient of increased risk. Categorizing the ecological
risk levels is a subjective management-related task; however, here
we suggest interpreting the risk values as 0e1 no/insignificant risk,
2e3 low risk, 4 moderate risk, 6e9 high risk. This means that when
either the likelihood of an effect or themagnitude of an effect is null
there is no ecological risk (risk value 0), and when both are small
(1 �1) the ecological risk should be insignificant (risk value 1). The
ecological risk can be considered small when an effect is unlikely
(L¼ 1) and themagnitude of effect is intermediate to high (M¼ 2 or
3 giving risk values 2e3) or vice versa. The risk can be considered
moderate at risk value 4, and should typically be addressed by
management, as likelihood and magnitude are both intermediate.
The risk is suggested as highwhen likelihood of effects is undecided
or likely (L ¼ 2 or 3), and magnitude of effects is high (M ¼ 3 and
thus risk values 6 and 9) or vice versa. Since precautionary esti-
mates have been used in all steps in the assessment the resulting
risk values and suggested risk levels are conservative indicators of
ecological risks.
3. Results

The result of the investigation is presented with the risk char-
acterization first, which is the combination of likelihood and
magnitude scores. Then the underlying estimations of likelihoods
and magnitudes of effects are presented.
3.1. Risk characterization

The results show that pile-driving with its pulses of extreme
noise poses a high risk to cod because of its impact on spawning cod
(main results summarized in Table 3, and combined likelihoods and
magnitudes are presented as a risk matrix in Fig. 3). Moreover, pile-
driving impacts on early cod recruits imply a moderate risk. Pile-
driving impacts to developed cod and effects from cable-
trenching sediment dispersal on spawning cod are identified as
low risks. Other potential effects were found to pose no/insignifi-
cant risks. All significant risk-related effects thus stem from the
Table 2
Applied scores and criteria for assessing magnitudes of effects (M), based on
Refs. [47,86].

Magnitude score Criteria

M 0: Negligible Very few impacted individuals, abundance deviations
undetectable against background variability

M 1: Minor Several impacted individuals, local abundance deviations
possibly detectable but insignificant changes on
population level

M 2: Moderate Impact on population size and possibly population
dynamics but recruitment potential not altered

M 3: Severe Significant impact on population recruitment or its
capacity to maintain size (in this case: to increase)



Table 3
Summary of results for effects from each stressor to the receptors. For each stressor and receptor the likelihood scores are associated with the provided response and exposure,
in turn used to calculate indicative impact proportions (as described in Section 2.4.2) which eventually were categorized into magnitude scores.

Specified receptor
and stressor

Likeli-hooda Res-ponseb Exposure
range

Exposure
durationc

Impactd Magnitude Notes on stressors and assumptions for calculating impact

Developed cod
Extreme noise L 3 PH 400 m TE 1% M 1 Extreme noise from pile-driving of 50 monopiles
Cavitation noise L 2 BE 50 m TE <0.01% M 0 Noise from 5 working vessels operating in the KOWF area
Turbine noise L 2 BE 10 m CE <0.01% M 0 Cumulative noise emissions from 50 KOWF turbines
Electric fields L 2 BE 10 m CE <0.01% M 0 Induced electric field from 5 km of land transmission

cable (disregarding shallow areas)
Spawning cod
Extreme noisee L 3 (L 0) BE 50 km TE 80% M 3 Extreme noise from pile-driving of 50 monopiles,

carried out during spawning season
Turbine noise L 2 BE 100 m CE 0.1% M 0 Cumulative noise emission from KOWF turbines.
Early cod recruits
Extreme noise L 2 (L 0) PH 1 km TE 4% M 2 Extreme sound from pile-driving of 50 monopiles,

carried out during presence of early cod recruits.
Sediment particles L 2 (L 0) PH 0.3 km2 TE 0.01% M 1 Sediment particles dispersed from cable-trenching,

carried out during presence of early cod recruits.
Turbine noise L 1 PH 50 m CE <0.01% M 0 Cumulative noise emission from KOWF turbines.
Lubricants L 2 PH 1 km2 TE <0.1% M 0 Leakage of toxic substances from major turbine

breakdown, coinciding with presence of early cod recruits.

a Likelihood scores for technical alternatives are showed in brackets.
b Response categories: PH physiological effect (injury, mortality, inhibited development), BE behavioural effect (avoidance, stress, change of behaviour).
c Exposure duration categories: TE temporary (occasional events or exposure repeated only during the construction phase), CE continuous (repeated during wind farm life-

time).
d Calculated quantities of exposed specified receptor units in proportion to population-level references: developed cod (exposed individuals/total loss); spawning cod

(exposed individuals/spawning stock); and early cod recruits (exposed area/recruit dispersal area).
e Results provided for behavioural response on spawning cod while a smaller proportion (1%) is estimated to have physiological response.
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construction phase and according to this assessment the wind farm
operation poses no/insignificant risks to the cod.

By scheduling pile-driving activities off the recruitment period
(i.e. avoiding pile-driving from December through June), ecological
risks to cod can be reduced from high to low (Fig. 4). Additional risk
reduction can be achieved by also avoiding cable-trenching activ-
ities when recruits might be abundant (i.e. from January through
May).

The results on likelihoods and magnitudes of effects are pre-
sented below (Sections 3.2, 3.3). The detailed underlying assump-
tions and procedures, scoring of evidence, and WOE analyses are
provided in Annex A and B.

3.2. Likelihood of effects

The likelihood of effects originates from the WOE analyses of
causal links between stressors and receptors, thus presenting the
Fig. 3. Risk matrix indicating the resulting ecological risk from the KOWF to Kattegat
cod. The specified receptors are labelled accordingly: Dev (developed cod); Spa
(spawning cod); Rec (early cod recruits). Stressors include extreme noise (pile-driving),
cavitation noise (working vessels), turbine noise (operating wind power turbines),
electric fields (induced electric field of land transmission cable), sediment particles
(cable trenching), and toxic lubricants (potential major breakdown). Suggested inter-
pretation of risk values (indicated in the corners): 0e1 no/insignificant risk; 2e3 low
risk; 4 moderate risk; and 6e9 high risk.
state of knowledge based on a large number of weighted pro et
contra arguments regarding causality and effects. The detailed an-
alyses are presented in Annex B.

3.2.1. Developed cod
Arguments based on fairly reliable evidences [60,87] indicate

that cod is likely (L 3) to suffer injuries from pile-driving within a
distance of several hundred metres from each construction site. In
addition, cod will likely show a temporary behavioural response
within tens of kilometres [53].

It was found undecided (L 2) whether cod may be disturbed
from occasional exposure to propeller cavitation noise from work-
ing vessels (range 50 m). The reliability of supporting [88] and
contradicting [89] arguments for this effect are equal.

Some evidences [21,88,90,91] support the argument that cod
will be disturbed by turbine noise and avoid areas close to turbine
foundations, either by the sound pressure or the particle motion
component of noise. These arguments are contradicted by argu-
ments based on more reliable evidence, showing that cod
frequently aggregate close to operating turbines in many wind
farms [92e97]. While it can be considered established that cod do
Fig. 4. Alternative risk matrix for a situation where pile-driving is avoided December
through June and cable trenching is avoided January through May. See Fig. 3 for
guidance to interpretation.
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not avoid wind power turbines the proposition of possible behav-
ioural effects, such as stress, for specimens spending long time
close to the foundation was undecided (L 2) although there are
some evidence that cod is insensitive to noise [89,98] and that
continuous noise exposure does not cause stress among investi-
gated fish [99]. While the stressor sourcewould last throughout the
operation phase the exposure would vary with wind speed and be
influenced by factors influencing sound propagation from the tur-
bine to the surrounding water.

Effects from induced electric fields at the land transmission
cablewere categorized as undecided (L 2). The induced electric field
will be strong enough for possible detection [22,100] given that cod
actually can detect the high frequencies (50 Hz) of the electric field,
although this assumption still remains unclear [101]. Cod aggre-
gations have been observed around the land transmission cable of a
wind farm, although it was considered doubtful that this effect was
due to the electromagnetic field as aggregations persisted when
power transmission was shut off [102]. Any adverse effects would
occur within metres from the cable and last during power pro-
duction periods.

3.2.2. Spawning cod
As was showed for developed cod, it is likely that pile-driving

will cause physiological trauma to cod over several hundred me-
tres. Non-harmful noise levels from pile-driving become more
relevant for spawning cod because even minor behavioural
response might, in worst case, inhibit spawning success. An argu-
ment based on available evidences [64,103,104] indicates that
negative effects on the spawning are likely (L 3). The maximum
reach of such spawning inhibiting effect was approximated to
50 km from the pile-driving activities. Importantly, the stressor can
be avoided (L 0) by planning constructionworks so that pile-driving
is prohibited during the cod spawning period. In order to avoid
both disturbance to spawning cod and injury to pre-spawning ag-
gregations of cod pile-driving should be avoided from December
through April.

During spawning the male cod uses low-frequency (w50 Hz)
grunts for short-distance communication targeting rivals and fe-
males [105,106]. Sound production is an important behaviour
among spawning males [107] although the individual reproductive
success also have been better explained by other male attributes
[108]. Masking of fish communication is possiblewhere noise levels
exceed the ambient sound [21,90,109] and concerns have been
postulated regarding possible inhibition of cod spawning due to
masking by offshore wind power and ship traffic [21,62], with a
masking range extending to 100 m from turbines at high wind
speeds [110]. Other arguments contradict that wind farm noise
levels significantly affect cod spawning. The spawning ground of
the particularly vital cod population in Öresund is located in the
most noisy part of the region: the narrow strait between Kattegat
and Öresund [111]. Throughout the Öresund spawning ground
noise levels at cod signal frequencies (50 Hz) are considerably
higher thanwithin a wind farm [112]. It has also been reported that
cod spawn successfully in high noise experimental tanks [113] and
it is possible that the close range over which the cod grunts are
used during spawning [105,106] counteract effects from elevated
background noise. Altogether, by weighing of evidences the pos-
sibility of a partial inhibition of cod spawning due to exposure of
turbine noise was deemed undecided (L 2), with a maximum
exposure-effect range of 100 m from turbines.

3.2.3. Early cod recruits
There is little available research on extreme noise effects on eggs

and larvae [64]. For cod recruits in particular, effects of extreme
noise from airgun blows have been shown within 5 m distance
from the source [114]. Cod recruits exposed to extreme noise, cor-
responding to 3 km distance from pile-driving, showed no effect.
The spatial range of any adverse effects is therefore very uncertain.
Fish recruits are generally sensitive to environmental stress [64],
but examined sole (Solea solea) larvae proved tolerant to noise
exposure corresponding to 100 m from pile-driving [115]. Sole
larvae can reasonable well be compared to cod as the sole larvae, in
contrast to its adult stage but similarly to cod, has a developed
swim bladder which absorbs noise. Through weighing of evidences
it was still found undecided (L 2) whether early cod recruits will be
negatively affected by pile-driving and the range of effect was
conservatively set to 1 km. However, by avoiding pile-driving from
January through June uncertainties would be removed as the re-
cruits have drifted away or settled in the shallows (L 0).

Based on modelling of sediment dispersal from cable-trenching
[116] and experimental impact studies on cod recruits [117] con-
centrations of fine-grain sediment particles may reach high enough
levels for reduced survival among recruits within 0.3 km2 from the
trenching activities. However, the water movements at the exposed
KOWF location imply a quick dispersal of particles and allow re-
cruits to drift through areas of high concentrations within hours
[49,80,81] whilst long-term exposure is necessary for sustained
damage [118,119]. From weighing of evidences it was deemed un-
decided (L 2) whether harmful exposure actually will occur if cable-
trenching is carried out while recruits are abundant. However, by
leaving out cable-trenching during the spawning period and a few
weeks after (January through May) exposure could be fully avoided
(L 0).

Turbine noisewas found unlikely (L 1) to affect early cod recruits
because of low noise levels [64,120], short exposure time, and a
successful recruitment in the more noisy Öresund [111]. Finally, it
was found undecided (L 2) whether recruits can become exposed to
toxic levels of lubricants from turbine breakdowns. Although major
turbine breakdownsmay occur, such events seemvery rare [121]. In
addition, most lubricant components have low water solubility
[122], and cod eggs and larvae generally drift a few metres below
surface [80] reducing exposure to substances adhered to the
surface.

3.3. Magnitude of effects

The magnitudes of effects were derived as the number of
exposed specified receptor units to the population-level total of
receptor units; consistently applying precautionary assumptions
(see Section 2.3). The below presented estimates of affected pro-
portions should be regarded indicative as they are based on cod
data from 2011 and the cod population changes over time. Impor-
tantly, the assessment of magnitude of effects is strictly case
specific.

3.3.1. Developed cod
Given the assumed (precautionary high) cod density in the area

and the estimated range of extreme noise (see Section 3.2.1) pile-
driving at KOWF may cause injury, or in some cases mortality, to
a number of cod corresponding to 1% of the total loss (the number
of cod exiting the population through mortality and migration) at
the year of wind farm construction. Such impact might be locally
detectable but is not expected to be significant at population level
since the temporary loss is marginal compared to prevalent varia-
tions in stock size [68,71]. Hence, the magnitude of effect was
categorized as minor (M 1). Non-hazardous noise levels from pile-
driving are expected to reach a much larger number of cod but
temporary behavioural responses have been considered insignifi-
cant at population level, as long as it is not occurring during
spawning.
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Other investigated stressors to developed cod all impose
behavioural responses among few specimens (corresponding to
<0.01% of total loss) and following criteria the magnitudes of ef-
fects were categorized negligible (M 0).

3.3.2. Spawning cod
If carried out when cod is aggregated for spawning (December

through April), pile-driving may injure up to 1% of the spawning
cod, given the assumed (precautionary high) density of spawning
cod and the range of exposure (see Section 3.2.2). As noise from the
pile-driving presumably can be detected even at 50 km distance up
to 80% of the spawning cod may show a temporary behavioural
response, as for the year of wind farm construction. Should such
behavioural response inhibit the spawning success pile-driving
may affect the cod recruitment at population level and reduce the
capacity of regrowth, leading to severe magnitude of impact (M 3).

The much lower but more continuous turbine noise will not
cause injury to cod but can possibly mask the communication
among spawning cod nearby the turbines. The affected amount
corresponds to up to 0.1% of the spawners. A masking-related
reduction in spawning success will only be partial among
exposed individuals (see Section 3.2.2). Partial inhibition of
spawning success among 0.1% of the spawning cod would not be
detectable against the background variability in the spawning stock
[68] and effects were categorized as negligible (M 0).

3.3.3. Early cod recruits
Pile-driving was found to possibly reduce survival among cod

eggs, larvae and fry within 1 km from the source (see Section 3.2.3).
If all pile-driving is carried out JanuaryeJune the accumulated
exposure corresponds to an effected area in the order of 5% of the
main recruit dispersal area. Such impact may have direct effects on
cod recruitment during that specific year, however, considering the
high natural fluctuations in early life stage survival for cod in Kat-
tegat [56] and the recent incline of the stock [68], effects should not
hinder the population’s capacity to increase. The magnitude of ef-
fect has consequently been categorized as moderate (M 2).

Sediment spill from cable-trenching may affect an area corre-
sponding to 0.01% of the main recruit dispersal area. Although this
is a very small fraction of the dispersal area recruits drift with
currents [56] and over the approximately 2 month of trenching
works many eggs and larvae may drift through the exposed area.
Precautionary, the magnitude of effect was therefore categorized as
minor (M 1) rather than negligible.

The extent of any (unlikely) adverse effects on cod recruits from
turbine noise corresponds to such a small proportion of the
dispersal area<0.01% that the magnitude of effect is categorized as
negligible (M 0). Lastly, possible effects of spills of lubricants from a
turbine breakdown will affect less than 0.1% of the dispersal area.
The magnitude of such momentary effect was categorized as
negligible (M 0).

4. Discussion

4.1. Main findings

Despite an extensive cover of literature the majority of the
investigated specific effects were assigned an intermediate level of
likelihood (i.e. undecided), showing that there are still large un-
certainties regarding specific effects of offshore wind power. By
using the ERA methodology we show the possibility to make sub-
stantiated assessments of risks. The results indicate that
construction-related stressors carry considerable risks to the re-
ceptor, Kattegat cod, while operation phase stressors bring no/
insignificant risks. Specifically, extreme noise from pile-driving
should be regarded as high risk for spawning cod, moderate risk
for early cod recruits, and low risk for developed cod. Moreover,
sediment particles from cable trenching pose low risk to early cod
recruits. These case-specific findings are coherent with previous
research on environmental impacts from offshore wind power
[11,123,124]. To be noticed though, while not supported by this
study it has been argued that the long-term accumulation of low
intensity noise is a more worrying stressor to marine ecosystems
than occasional extreme noise [62].

4.2. Risk reduction

Throughout the assessment it has been assumed that pile-
driving of monopiles will be carried out without dampening pro-
cedures. However, there are several more or less effective methods
for reducing the sound pressure from pile-driving [125] and even
minor reductions of pile-driving source level noise can significantly
reduce the range of traumatic effects. It should also be noted that
alternative mooring systems such as gravity foundations do not
involve pile-driving at all [53]. As shown here though, a very effec-
tive way of reducing ecological risks fromwind power construction
without modifying the preferred technical solutions is to schedule
hazardous construction events out of biologically sensitive periods.

4.3. Limitations of the study

This study focuses on ecological risk and potentially positive
ecological effects of offshore wind power have not been included
(e.g. Ref. [126]). Several fish species including cod apparently thrive
around wind power foundations [92,94,96], although no studies
have yet addressed possible long-term effects of noise exposure not
detectable as impacts on densities around foundations.

It should further be noted that this study only addresses one
ecological receptor: the Kattegat cod. The investigated stressors can
of course affect other receptors, and the range and magnitudes of
effects will differ since each species have different hearing abilities
and tolerance to disturbance [64]. Specific risk estimates should
therefore be established for each identified vulnerable receptor.

4.4. Advantages of the applied method

The presented study involves uncertainties at different levels:
uncertainties regarding causality of effects, inaccuracies of esti-
mated exposure ranges, and rough estimates of both affected
numbers of receptor and their population level reference numbers.
However, the criteria-based method allows these uncertainties to
be addressed transparently. Furthermore, by consistently applying
precautionary assumptions the possibility of not detecting a pro-
found risk (type II error) is minimized. The opposite e exaggerating
a risk that is low e is therefore more likely and may come at costs
for the project under assessment. Such drawbacks can only be
addressed by increased knowledge. Here, the applied procedures of
a WOE based predictive ERA facilitate for a step-wise reduction of
uncertainties as new research provides additional information.
Each part of the analysis can be reassessed to increase accuracy
without challenging the transparency of the study or affecting
other parts of the results. The overview provided by themethod can
help identifying important research areas to provide knowledge of
particularly important links of the causeeeffect relationships. The
overarching issue of completeness regarding identification of
stressors and their causeeeffect chains are implicitly handled since
the ERA is open for the introduction of new, initially unknown
stressors, which subsequently can be assessed.

In this study we have suggested one way of handling contra-
dictory evidences in the WOE framework. While the detailed
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weighting procedures can be adjusted from case to case the pro-
cedure is probably valuable for many disputed cases of exploitation
in environments with vulnerable receptors. The structured treat-
ment of uncertainties, which is the basis for any WOE approach
[36,42], is particularly important where direct evidences are few
and values at stake are highe as will be the case for several projects
in the on-going expansion of offshore wind power as well as for
other recent marine activities.

5. Conclusions

The ERA confirmed that construction-related stressors pose the
highest ecological risks from offshorewind power. It also illustrated
scheduling of construction activities as a means to effectively
reduce risk. By avoiding pile-driving from December through June
the estimated risks are reduced from high to low. Additional risk
reduction can be achieved by avoiding cable trenching from
January through May. The result supports that timing is a key for
mitigating impacts from offshore development and that the use of
weight-of-evidence within ERA is a fruitful approach when un-
certainties regarding causality of effects are high.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at http://
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.renene.2013.12.024.
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